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Crisp Sensation oven snacks now available in Dutch retail stores 
Setting a new impulse on the coated snackfoods market: Crisp Sensation 
licensee Royaan introduces its Kwekkeboom Oven range to consumers 
 
October 2014, Geneva (Switzerland) – Dutch snack manufacturer and Crisp 
Sensation licensee Royaan introduces its Kwekkeboom Oven range to the end 
consumer market – and in doing so adds a completely new dimension to the 
coated snacks category. The Kwekkeboom ovenable fingerfoods are all 
characterized by an outstanding crispness and a juicy core comparable to fried 
products, which has never before been achieved by oven snacks. As such, the 
new Kwekkeboom Oven products carry a premium price point, which is 
completely justified by their superior properties and allows for attractive 
margins.  
 
Kwekkeboom is already a strong brand of premium crumb coated snacks in the 

Netherlands. Now, following the introduction of its novel snacks to the food service 

sector earlier this year, Royaan wants to set a new impulse on the Dutch consumer 

snackfoods market. The Kwekkeboom Oven range comprises beef croquettes, 

typically Dutch “bitterballen”, cheese dippers and chicken nuggets – the latter in pure 

chicken or with added Italian, Saté or Curry sauce fillings. Together with Crisp 

Sensation, the license holder and developer of the innovative coating technology, 

Royaan worked on achieving the outstanding oven baked credentials during a two-

year development process. The resulting products score with a superior crumb and a 

core that remains juicy and tender for hours without loss of quality. The special 

coating process also makes sure that there is no breaking or leaking of the contents 

during preparation.  

 

Premium quality enables premium pricing 
As well as being suitable for oven cooking, products with the Crisp Sensation coating 

can be prepared in a microwave, fried in a conventional way or air fried. Thus, the 
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coating’s outstanding and unique technological properties open up a wealth of new 

possibilities for the snackfoods sector. With a tick in the boxes for convenience, 

indulgence and health, research shows that consumers rate the snacks highly and 

are willing to pay more for them.  

 

Manufacturers who are interested in the patented Crisp Sensation technology can 

work in partnership with the company to create ground-breaking snacks that attract 

consumers with their outstanding taste, convenience and health benefits. As well as 

offering product development expertise and support during implementation, Crisp 

Sensation has developed a co-branding logo for manufacturers to use as an on-pack 

endorsement. As well as ensuring optimal product recognition on shelf, the logo 

gives consumers a guarantee that they are about to enjoy an outstandingly crisp and 

juicy, premium quality snack.  

 

For more information, please visit the Crisp Sensation website: 

www.crispsensation.com. 
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